Reply to "American Lawyer"--- by Judge Anna

This is a reply to an article in RumorMill News by "American Lawyer" in which he asks why "the Big Bad Wolf" is bothering to pick on poor little David Crayford. Mr. Crayford got picked on because he accused "America" of counterfeiting trillions of dollars overseas, when in fact the culprit was the UNITED STATES, INC. and America was the target/victim of the crime.

The better question is why would anyone take anything "American Lawyer" has to say seriously?
1. He doesn't even stand behind what he writes with his actual name. People who want to stand in the dark and throw sand probably are not trustworthy sources of opinion or information.
2. He throws a lot of self-aggrandizing "higher than Thou" sounding crap into his dialogue designed to do one of two things--- (1) invite the reader to stand around feeling intellectually superior with him, or (2) intimidate the reader into bowing down to this supposed superior knowledge and intellect. I find both of these ploys to be very obnoxious. In the first place, that is precisely what the Beltliners in DC do when they talk about all us "Little People" and call us "livestock". In the second, if he right about anything, where is the need to intimidate anyone?
3. He asks why people bother to attack David Crayford? So far as I can see nobody attacked David Crayford as a man. There were no insults, no name-calling, no labeling, nothing like that. Nobody called him a liar. Several people did however call him out on his interpretation of the facts he was presenting. Most importantly, I called him out for making derogatory (and defamatory) accusations against "America" when America has nothing to do with the criminal activities of the "United States" and is in fact the chief victim of these activities.

Correcting this is a simple matter of sanity and justice---unless of course you are trying to blame the victim of a crime for committing that crime.
4. He labels me "Totally Fake Judge Anna" but doesn't have a shred of anything to back up his label-- aside from the fact that I am NOT a Bar Member and never would be. The Truth is that one cannot practice American Common Law and be a Bar Attorney, so I am not a Bar Attorney. Simple enough. The further Truth is that Bar Members both hate and fear me because I won't join their "club" or support their closed Union shop or put up with their corruption. The final Truth of the matter is that IF I were doing anything improper, unlawful, or at all questionable, I would be
arrested for impersonating a judge and all the Bar Attorneys of his ilk would cheer the day--- but I am a judge. And they are stuck with it and with the Truth.

5. While it has gone unreported by the Mainstream Press, the United States Treasurer, Rosa Gumataotoa Rios quietly resigned on July 8, 2016. This is because the UNITED STATES, INC. is under liquidation. And part of this circumstance brings us full circle to David Crayford's article about the counterfeiting of US currency. Wake up, people. Just stop listening to self-interested idiots, and wake up!
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